Planning Commission
(E & F Division)

"Environment & Forests Division of Planning Commission is urgently in need of services of 1 Consultant initially for a period of 1 year as per existing rule. Requirements are as under:

1. **Essential Qualifications:**

   Degree in Environmental/Mechanical/Electrical Engg. /Masters Degree in Life Science/Environmental Sciences/Physics/Biology/Chemistry/Mathematics.

2. **Desirable Qualifications:**

   ME/M. Tech/MBA/PhD (either completed or pursuing)/any professional course in Climate Change.

3. **Essential Experience:**

   3-4 years in the field of Consolidation/Preparation of comments on Mission Documents, prioritization of Policy Change required and Resource Allocation for adaptation/mitigation measures to combat Climate Change, scrutiny of Plans of Action and Project Concept Notes/Project Design Documents related to Clean Development Mechanism proposals.

   Emoluments will be around Rs. 18,000 – Rs. 25,000/p.m depending on qualifications and experience.

   Suitable candidates may respond within 15 days of release of this advertisement by E-mail to the undersigned."

(M. Ravindranath)
Joint Adviser (E&F)
E-mail: mrravindranath@nic.in